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Level task  
RUBRIC 
SCORE 

DATE 
COMPLETED 

1 1.1 Concert Bb major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 1.2 Concert F major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 1.3 Concert Eb major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 1.4 
Chromatic - one octave, tongued - 80 bpm quarter 
notes   

 1.5 Etude or Solo (level appropriate)   

     

2 2.1 Concert C major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 2.2 Concert Ab major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 2.3 Concert G Major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 2.4 
Perform all major scales learned so far in succession 
100bpm   

 2.5 
Chromatic - one octave, tongued - 100 bpm quarter 
notes   

 2.6 Etude or Solo (level appropriate)   

     

3 3.1 Concert Db/C# major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 3.2 Concert D major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 3.3 
Perform all major scales learned so far in succession 
100bpm   

 3.4 
Concert G natural minor - one octave, tongued - 
100bpm   

 3.5 
Concert D natural minor - one octave, tongued - 
100bpm   

 3.6 
Chromatic - one octave - 100bpm eighth notes, slurred 
up, tonguued down   

 3.7 Etude or Solo (level appropriate)   

     

4 4.1 Concert Gb/F# major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 4.2 Concert A major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 4.3 
Perform all major scales learned so far in succession 
100bpm   

 4.4 
Concert C natural minor - one octave, tongued - 
100bpm   



 4.5 
Concert A natural minor - one octave, tongued - 
100bpm   

 4.6 
Perform all minor scales learned so far in succession 
100bpm   

 4.7 
Chromatic - two octaves - 100bpm eighth notes, slurred 
up, tongued down   

 4.8 Etude or Solo (level appropriate)   

     

5 5.1 Concert B major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 5.2 Concert E major - one octave, tongued - 100bpm   

 5.3 
Perform all major scales learned so far in succession 
100bpm   

 5.4 
Concert F natural minor - one octave, tongued - 
100bpm   

 5.5 
Concert E natural minor - one octave, tongued - 
100bpm   

 5.6 
Perform all minor scales learned so far in succession 
100bpm   

 5.7 
Chromatic - full range of instrument - 100bpm eighth 
notes, slurred up, tongued down   

 5.8 Etude or Solo (level appropriate)   

     

6  

Perform the following major scales in full range of 
instrument (2 or 3 octaves where appropriate) at a 
minimum of 130 bpm   

 6.1 Concert F Major   

 6.2 Concert Bb Major   

 6.3 Concert Eb Major   

 6.4 Concert Ab Major   

 6.5 Concert Db Major   

 6.6 Concert Gb/F# Major   

 6.7 
All natural minor scales - one octave, tongued - 
minimum 100bpm   

 6.8 
Chromatic scale - full range of instrument - eighth note 
triplets, minimum 120 bpm, slur up tongue down   

 6.9 
Etude or Solo (level appropriate, may be a single 
movement from a solo work)   

     

7  
Perform the following major scales in full range of 
instrument (2 or 3 octaves where appropriate) at a   



minimum of 130 bpm 

 7.1 Concert B Major   

 7.2 Concert E Major   

 7.3 Concert D Major   

 7.4 Concert G Major   

 7.5 Concert C Major   

 7.6 
All harmonic minor scales - one octave - minimum 
100bpm   

 7.7 
Chromatic scale - full range of instrument - 16th notes, 
minimum 120 bpm, slur up tongue down   

 7.8 
Etude or Solo (level appropriate, may be a single 
movement from a solo work)   

 
 


